Agenda
*Special Meeting of the Oakland Parks and Recreation Advisory
Commission (PRAC)
Wednesday, October 14, 2020, 4:30 PM

Meeting Participation Information
PARKS AND RECREATION ADVISORY COMMISSION (PRAC)
The public may observe and/or participate in this meeting as follows.
When: Oct 14, 2020 04:30 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Topic: Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission (PRAC) Special Meeting - October 14, 2020
Observe
Please click the following link to join the webinar: https://zoom.us/j/92715934127
Listen
Or iPhone one-tap :
US: +16699006833,,92715934127# or +14086380968,,92715934127#
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US: +1 669 900 6833 or +1 408 638 0968 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 312
626 6799 or +1 646 876 9923 or +1 301 715 8592
Webinar ID: 927 1593 4127 International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/aeC98zAEtd
If asked for a participant ID or code, press #. Instructions on how to join a meeting by phone are
available at https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362663 - Joining-a-meeting-by-phone.
Public Comments:
Public comments on action items will be taken after the presentation of each report on the
agenda. Comments on items not on the agenda will be taken during Open Forum.

How To Submit Public Comments:
1. To comment by Zoom video conference, click the “Raise Your Hand” button to request
to speak when Open Forum comments are being taken or on an eligible agenda item after it
has been presented. You will be permitted to speak during your turn, allowed to
comment, and after the allotted time, re-muted. Instructions on how to “Raise Your
Hand” is available at: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/205566129 - RaiseHand-In-Webinar.
2. To comment by phone, please call on one of the above listed phone numbers. You will be
prompted to “Raise Your Hand” by pressing “*9” to speak when Open Forum is taken or
after an eligible agenda item has been presented. You will be permitted to speak during
your turn, allowed to comment, and after the allotted time, re-muted. Please unmute
yourself by pressing *6.
3. To submit comments to the PRAC prior to the meeting, send an email to:
publiccomments2prac@oaklandca.gov by 10:00 a.m. the day before. List the following
information on the “subject” line of your email:
Public Comments: PRAC item #____, dd/mm/yy (date of the scheduled meeting)
>>>Replies will not be sent from this email address<<<
If you have questions, email Diane Boyd, Executive Assistant to the Director of
Oakland Parks, Recreation and Youth Development dboyd@oaklandca.gov .
Thank you.
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Special Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, October 14, 2020, 4:30 P.M.
Zoom Teleconference

AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER:
2. ROLL CALL:
AIKENS, COLE, DUHE, HA, HOWZE, KOS-READ, MOORE, REILLY, SMITH,
TORRES, WOLFSON
3. DISPOSITON OF MINUTES:
September 16, 2020 Special Meeting Minutes
4. OPEN FORUM
5. MODIFICATIONS TO THE AGENDA:
6. CONSENT NEW BUSINESS:
7. NEW BUSINESS:
A. Tree Permit Appeal for 863 Vermont Street
B. Request For The Parks And Recreation Advisory Commission To Review, Provide

Comments, And Recommend Acceptance Of A Gift From Under Armour, In
Partnership With Eat. Learn. Play. Foundation, And Project Delivery Partners
Connor Sports, And Oakland Artist Hueman, For The Manzanita Recreation
Center Outdoor Basketball Court Project
C.

Information Report and Overview of the 2020 City of Oakland Parks and Recreation
Preservation, Litter Reduction, and Homeless Support Act (Measure Q, 2020)

8. PLANNING AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS:
9. COMMITTEE AND/OR ADVISORY COUNCIL UPDATES:
10. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS:
11. CONTINUATION OF OPEN FORUM:
12. ADJOURNMENT:
Next Meeting:
Wednesday, November 18, 2020
TeleConference

*Special Meeting of the Oakland Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission
Minutes
Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 4:30 P.M.
Zoom Teleconference
1. CALL TO ORDER: 4:33 P.M.
2. ROLL CALL:
AIKENS, COLE, DUHE, HA, HOWZE, KOS-READ, MOORE, REILLY, SMITH,
TORRES, WOLFSON
Present - 10: Commissioners Aikens, Cole, Duhe, Ha, Howze, Kos-Read, Moore
Reilly, Smith, and Wolfson. Excused -1: Commissioner Torres
3. DISPOSITON OF MINUTES:
August 19, 2020 Special Meeting Minutes
Motion: Commissioner Cole entertained a motion to recommend approval of the minutes
from the August 19, 2020, Special Meeting. Moved by: Commissioner Kos-Read.
Second by: Commissioner Duhe. Vote: Yes (9): Aikens, Cole, Duhe, Ha, Howze,
Kos-Read, Smith, Reilly, and Wolfson. Abstained (1): Moore Motion: Passed.
4. OPEN FORUM
5. DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Following recommended COVID-19 safety procedures, Oakland Parks, Recreation and
Youth Development (OPRYD) is offering Youth Enrichment programming, homework
assistance and hot meals to 210 youth.
6.
7.
8.
9.

MODIFICATIONS TO THE AGENDA:
CONSENT NEW BUSINESS:
NEW BUSINESS:
PLANNING AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS:
A. Request for the Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission to Endorse the
Mosswood Park Master Plan and Recommend Approval of the Proposed Minor
Conditional Use Permit for the Mosswood Community Center Phase 1 Building
Project.
The Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission (PRAC) reviewed the staff report for
item 9A prepared by Christine Reed, CIP Coordinator, Oakland Public Works (OPW)
and architect and landscape architect consultant team members Sarah Kuehl,
Charmin Baaqee and Dominique Elie and Ryan Jang.

The Master Plan is the culmination of a nine-month long community engagement process
and provides comprehensive recommendations to upgrade or modernize the existing 11acre Mosswood Park by addressing two components: buildings and park. During this
process, it was determined that to meet the needs of the community, the programs for
Oakland Parks, Recreation & Youth Development (OPRYD), and to maximize
recreational benefits for the Public, construction would be carried out over three-phases:
Phase 1- Mosswood Community Center building, Phase 2 – indoor gymnasium and Phase
3- indoor therapeutic pool buildings. The project began with a mandate to rebuild the
community center that was lost to fire in 2016.
Project staff and the consulting team’s community engagement process provided for a
diversity of voices to be heard and provide input on the project design through a series of
online platform surveys, print media and in person workshops.
The history of Mosswood and the natural beauty of its trees and plants will be used to
create the framework for what to pass forward in the design. The indoor-outdoor
connection between the community center and park upgrades will be a leading factor.
Resiliency of the project is paramount and should be accessible to all including local
wildlife. Flexibility in new and previously held programming including festivals and
concerts should be accommodated. A cooling center, a space for respite and shelter
should also be considered. All aspects of the park present before the new design plan
concept are still in place. There will be ADA access to all features including a loop trail,
and accommodations for teenagers and other special elements.
The Commission pointed out that a dog play area was not included in the plan and was
informed by staff that it may be considered in Phase 3 of the Master Plan and until then
will stay at its current location.
The Commission thought the inclusion of an outdoor pool would provide for a better
community experience, however, the consulting team reminded the Commission that the
pool was intended for therapeutic use and is best located indoors.
The Commission learned that funding for Phase I was provided for in part by a
Proposition 68 grant in the amount of $2,201,100.00, and $4,000,000.00 in Measure KK
funds. Additional funds for the project include the insurance settlement from the 2016
fire. The project must raise between $8 - 10 million to cover the total anticipated $18-20
million cost of Phase 1.
The new energy efficient building will require ongoing maintenance. The consulting team
is researching all electric buildings to determine the best path for a sustainable design
which will also include storm water options and natural ventilation. Measure Q Funds
may be available for park maintenance.
The Commission requested further details regarding maintenance and care of the project
as well, ongoing encampment concerns.

Note: The draft Master Plan and Community Center Concept Design may be viewed on
the City website. For more information contact Christine Reed at creed@oaklandca.gov.
Motion: Commissioner Cole entertained a motion to recommend the PRAC endorse the
Mosswood Park Master Plan and recommend approval of the proposed Minor
Conditional Use Permit for the Mosswood Community Center Phase 1 Building Project.
The proposed master plan and project will result in a park with improved facilities that
better serves the recreational needs of the surrounding area. Moved by: Commissioner
Aikens. Second by: Commissioner Moore. Vote: Yes (10): Aikens, Cole, Duhe, Ha,
Howze, Kos-Read, Moore, Smith, Reilly, and Wolfson. Motion: Passed.
10. COMMITTEE AND/OR ADVISORY COUNCIL UPDATES:
• Update from the Lake Merritt Ad Hoc Committee
On August 19, 2020, at the Special meeting of the Parks and Recreation Advisory
Commission (PRAC), members Aikens, Kos-Read, Reilly, Mouton-Smith and Torres
formed the Lake Merritt Ad Hoc Committee to provide feedback to City staff regarding
concerns of vending, park use, traffic and other issues around the Lake and to make
recommendations on the implementation of a pilot vending program.
The Committee held a meeting with the Lake Merritt community on August 28, 2020.
They met with local business owners park users, and park vendors over the Labor Day
weekend, and past. On September 2, Council District 2 held an online meeting with Lake
Merritt residents. For additional community feedback the Committee reviewed online
conversations and received written input from residents and vendors.
Through this process, The Committee endeavored to engage in a sound process and find a
path that would address the safety and health needs for all.
The Committee determined that City staff engagement is critical in addressing
The free for all activities occurring at Lake Merritt. A plan to implementation reasonable
and enforceable rules must be established
Food vending was not recommended by the Committee as licenses are distributed by the
County of Alameda Ordinance and creates a liability for the City.
The pilot program would create community engagement and information sharing
opportunities for the City and County.
Committee members reiterated that PRAC has no jurisdiction over Alameda County, but
public health orders need to followed including food vending.
Recommendations also included: operating the program during limited hours on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday; giving Oakland based businesses and residents’ priority in
participating; inclusion of a litter abatement plan; enhance traffic controls; develop a cost

analysis and flow chart; and support emergency housing for the homeless living around
the Lake.
It was noted that, prior to the shelter in place order related to COVID-19, PRAC had an
established process for approving events and vending activities on Lake Merritt. Pop-up
vending activities are not authorized to do business. Alcohol and Cannabis issues must be
addressed by OPD.
El Embarcadero was cited as a location for the pilot program. The location would
facilitate moving traffic away from Lake Shore. El Embarcadero can contain the
activities while, better able to monitor those vendors non-compliant with established
procedures. Other locations considered were the Kaiser Center and Library parking lots
and the Pergola. Splash Pad Park was considered, but not for every day programming.
Shoreline Middle Harbor Park is not operated by the City of Oakland and was not
considered in the process. Members acknowledge that promotion of the pilot will be
important regardless of the program’s location. Staff reported that promotional and
outreach materials could be quickly produce for the pilot at El Embarcadero. Fees could
be waived to incentivize participation and CARES funding could possibility leveraged.
From the Committee:
The Committee requested City staff keep in mind that the community has been at odds
for 3 months. They encourage mindfulness of pressing national issues impacting the
Oakland community and request help pushing through this pilot program process.
Oakland residents are facing economic challenges. Income equity must be considered
under the pilot program. Equitable and respectful engagement must be implemented
across the community.
There are issues of affordable housing facing the community not just vending.
The issue is greater than vending and PRAC. Brick and mortar businesses have not heard
of the program for vendors. Some who are not vending want to participate.
From the Chair:
Vending does not fall under the Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission. The
proposed pilot program is not just a Parks and Recreation concern, but has multiple City
of Oakland departmental connections. The Chair requested to hear from OPD, OFD and
OPW at the next update including the disposition of the Parks Rule/Noise Ordinance.
The Chair confirmed from staff that there continues to be opportunity for community
engage with the Ad Hoc process. Staff will explore establishing a website to aid
additional engagement in the pilot program process.

Note: For Lake Merritt, Ad Hoc Committee information contact:
Joe DeVries at jdevries@oaklandca.gov.
Motion: Commissioner Cole entertained a motion to recommend that PRAC accept the
Lake Merritt Ad Hoc Committee written recommendations to provide vending at Lake
Merritt. Moved by: Commissioner Aikens. Second by: Commissioner Smith. Vote: Yes
(10): Aikens, Cole, Duhe, Ha, Howze, Kos-Read, Smith, Moore. Reilly, and Wolfson.
Motion: Passed.
1. PLANNING AND CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS:
2. COMMITTEE AND/OR ADVISORY COUNCIL UPDATES:
3. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS:
• Acting Chair Cole announced that the election of a Chair and Vice Chair will be
placed on the agenda once the new Ordinance governing PRAC is adopted.
4. CONTINUATION OF OPEN FORUM:
5. ADJOURNMENT: 8:50 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ J. Nicholas Williams
J. Nicholas Williams
Secretary

/s/ Diane L. Boyd
Diane L. Boyd
Recording Secretary

Next Meeting:
Wednesday, October 14, 2020
TeleConference

INFORMATIONAL REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Amy Cole, Acting Chair, Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission
Jason Mitchell, Director, Public Works Agency
March 11, 2020
Tree Permit Appeal for 863 Vermont Street

The following report is prepared for the PRAC’s consideration.
SUMMARY
On November 18, 2019, the Tree Services Division made a decision for tree removal permit
ND19-172 (Attachment A) for 863 Vermont Ave. The Applicant (Christopher Kula) wanted to
remove two black acacia trees and one beefwood tree on his property. After inspection, Tree
Services approved the removal of the trees.
The Appellant (Thelma Fajardo) appealed the tree permit decision on November 26, 2019
(Attachment B). On the appeal claim form the appellant has stated that the removal of the trees
will cause significant soil instability and will likely result in a possible landslide that will damage
her property at 872 Walker Ave. The PRAC is the hearing body for non-development tree
removal permit appeals, per Chapter 12.36.110 of the Oakland Municipal Code (OMC), the
Protected Trees Ordinance (PTO).
BACKGROUND
On October 18, 2019 Tree Services received a non-development tree removal application ND19172 for 863 Vermont Ave (Attachment C). The applicant and property owner is Christopher
Kula. He requested the removal of the 2 black acacia trees and the one beefwood tree on the
grounds of: (a) concerns the trees will break, (b) complaints from neighbors about tree debris
falling in their yard, (c) improving the view and (d) providing space for a garden. On November
18, 2019 Tree Services approved tree permit ND19-172 on the basis that the trees have structural
defects. Section 12.36050(A) of the Protected Trees Ordinance states a tree can be removed to
insure the public health and safety as it relates to the health of the tree, potential hazard to life or
property, proximity to existing or proposed structures, or interference with utilities or sewers.
Tree permit ND19-172 was appealed on November 26, 2019 by Thelma Fajardo, the property
owner of 872 Walker Ave. The appellant claims that the removal of the trees will cause
significant soil erosion and that will lead to a landslide. The Appellant attached a letter
(Attachment D) to the claim form from Tracy Cael, a licensed professional, engineer giving an
opinion that the trees are healthy and alive, bearing green leaves and serving the vital purpose of
abating soil erosion. According to the appeal, the removal of the trees could result in a landslide.
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DISCUSSION
Tree Services approved the removals of tree removal permit application ND19-172 on November
18, 2019. City staff determined that the trees had significant structural defects. See detailed
account listed below of staff findings:
Tree (#1) (Attachment E) is a 20” DBH black acacia tree that has a 44.5 degree lean, an
unbalanced canopy that is in the direction of the lean and has signs of root plate movement in the
past. Leans of more than 30 degrees are significant and the likelihood of whole tree failure is
high. At the first stem junction, on the trunk, there is an 18” cracking seam of included bark with
a narrow angle of attachment. This is a substantial structural defect that puts the tree at a high
risk of trunk failure by splitting. The tree is recommended for removal under section
12.36.050(A)1 of the Protected Trees Ordinance.
Tree (#2) (Attachment F) is a 30” DBH black acacia tree that has codominant stems that
develop at 6’ measuring from the ground up on the trunk. At the attachment point of the 2 stems
there is a 40” seam of included bark with a narrow angle of attachment. On the downhill side of
the trunk the included bark seam is bulging. This is a sign that the include bark defect is in an
advanced state. This is a substantial structural defect that puts the tree at a high risk of trunk
failure by splitting. The tree has an unbalanced weighted canopy on the downhill side. The
unbalanced canopy is from being shaded from the beefwood tree that is on the home side of the
tree. The tree has ivy growing up the interior trunk and limbs. This adds weight to a tree with an
unbalanced canopy. The tree is recommended for removal under section 12.36.050(A)1 of the
Protected Trees Ordinance.
Tree (#3) (Attachment G) is a 5-stem 14”, 18”, 19”, 10”, 23” DBH beefwood tree. The tree
separates into 5 stems at 3’on the trunk measuring from the ground up. At the attachment point
of the 5 stems there is included bark with narrow angles of attachment. At 15’ measuring from
the ground up, the tree was topped in the past. From the old topping cuts the tree has grown
poorly-attached 25’suckers. At the topping point the 18” DBH and 10” DBH stems have split out
and died. There is a high likelihood of decay being present where the topping cut was made. The
5 interior stems are covered with ivy, adding to the weight of each stem. The upper canopy has
many 1” to 3” diameter dead limbs. The tree is recommended for removal under section
12.36.050(A)1 of the Protected Trees Ordinance.
The Appellant, Thelma Fajardo, has stated that the removal of the trees will negatively impact the
health and safety of her property and tenants located at 872 Walker Ave. Removal of the trees will
pose possible hillside erosion / landslide onto her property.
The Protected Trees Ordinance 12.36.05(A)2 calls for adequate provision for drainage, erosion,
land stability or windscreen. Tree Services believes that adequate provisions for drainage will be
made by the property owner. In the past the backyard had been terraced. The property owner
indicated on the application that that a raised garden will be put in place in the middle of the yard
and shrubs will be planted at the rear of the yard for screening. After the trees have been
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removed, there will be 5 small fruit trees, a clump of bamboo, 2 medium size shrubs and patches
of ivy. The backyard will not be void of vegetation.
Chapter 12.36.110(C) of the OMC states, “In considering the appeal, the Park and Recreation
Advisory Commission shall determine whether the proposed tree removal conforms to the
applicable criteria. It may sustain the decision of the Public Works Agency or require such changes
or impose such reasonable conditions of approval as are, in its judgment, necessary to ensure
conformity to said criteria.”
RECOMMENDATION
The Public Works Agency recommends that the Park and Recreation Advisory Commission:
•

Deny the appeal by Thelma Fajardo of 872 Walker Ave.

Respectfully submitted,

____________________
Prepared by:
Tod Lawsen
Arboricultural Inspector

____________________
Approved by:
Jason Mitchell
Director
For questions please contact David Moore, Senior Forester, at 510-615-5852
Attachments
A – Tree removal Permit Decision, ND19-172
B – Tree Appeal Claim Form dated November 26, 2019 for 863 Vermont Ave.
C – Non-development tree removal application for 863 Vermont Ave.
D – Letter form from Tracy Cael a licensed professional engineer
E – Photo of tree (#1) a 20” DBH black acacia tree
F – Photo of tree (#2) a 30” DBH black acacia tree
G – Photo of tree (#3) a 5-stem 14”, 18”, 19”, 10”, 23” DBH beefwood tree
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CITY OF OAKLAND
Oakland Parks, Recreation and Youth Development

TO: Vice Chair Amy Cole, Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission
FROM: Donte Watson and E. Harith Aleem Jr., Recreation General Supervisors, Parks,
Recreation and Youth Development
DATE: October 14, 2020
SUBJECT: Request For The Parks And Recreation Advisory Commission To Review, Provide
Comments, And Recommend Acceptance Of A Gift From Under Armour, In
Partnership With Eat. Learn. Play. Foundation, And Project Delivery Partners
Connor Sports, And Oakland Artist Hueman, For The Manzanita Recreation
Center Outdoor Basketball Court Project
SUMMARY
Staff requests that the Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission provide comments on the
Manzanita Recreation Center Outdoor Basketball Court Renovation Project gifted from Under
Armour, in partnership with Eat. Learn. Play. Foundation, Connor Sports (Sports Court), and the
Oakland Artist, Hueman. The project scope of work includes cleaning and patching surface cracks
and the installation of a Sport Court basketball tile surface, and two new basketball goal system.
The project would be a great enhancement to the park, especially as no funds are currently budgeted
to provide such enhancements. The park improvement would be of great benefit to the community,
by offering an updated amenity in a community where basketball has been historically popular.
Additionally, and more importantly this is an opportunity for the execution of our departmental
mission, with a focus on equity outcomes.
FISCAL IMPACT
Under Armour is gifting the improvement valued at $49,000 to the City of Oakland in accordance
with Oakland City Council Resolution No. 79714 Acceptance of Grants with a value of fifty
thousand dollars or less. There is no negative fiscal impact to the City as the new court replaces an
aged asset and its associated maintenance costs. Work on City property will be authorized through
a construction contract with Connor Sports valued at one dollar. Separate payment arrangements, if
any, will be made between Connor Sports, gift sponsor and project delivery partners. The project
will meet Oakland Public Works Department standards.
PROJECT / PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Manzanita Recreation Center is located at 2701 22nd Avenue, where the San Antonio and
Fruitvale neighborhoods of Oakland’s City Council District 5 intersect. Manzanita offers a variety of
enrichment programs and seasonal camps for families in the immediate community and throughout
Oakland. The program offerings include tot playgroups, Town After-School Enrichment
program, Town Camp (summer), karate, basketball, and soccer. Manzanita, a meal distribution hub,
also hosts popular community events, such as Family Friday’s, where families from all over the
community gather to enjoy free music, food, activities, performances, basketball and more.
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Basketball is a sport that draws many in the community to the park. The current court is a half court,
with only one hoop. The surface has aged and cracked and the striping is worn. The improvement
project includes expanding the court to include two hoops that will allow for full-court games,
cleaning and patching surface cracks and installation of a Sports Court basketball tile surface and
two new basketball goal systems. The project is expected to be complete November 20, 2020.
Under Amour is committed to a process that is inclusive and that allows for community feedback on
this project. Currently, Under Amour is in the design process of finalizing the graphic for the court.
Once a draft of the design is complete, it will be shared at a virtual community engagement meeting
where members of the community will be invited to preview the design, ask questions of the artist,
and provide feedback. Once the community engagement process is concluded the design will be
finalized and incorporated into the project.
Under Amour has identified, local artist, Hueman, for this project. Allison Torneros, known in the
art world as “Hueman”, is a multidisciplinary artist based in Oakland, CA. Her distinctly gauzy art
style draws on the human condition to create colorful mash-ups of the abstract and figurative.
Hueman’s unique freestyle process involves creating tightly refined compositions from a
spontaneous beginning of paint splashes, drips, and sprays, and her layered works can be seen on
public streets and in galleries worldwide. Examples of Hueman’s work can be found around
Oakland and at www.huemannature.com.
Founded by Stephen and Ayesha Curry, Eat. Learn. Play. Foundation’s mission to unlock the
amazing potential of every child by fighting to end childhood hunger and ensuring children have
access to nutritious food, establishing that students have access to quality education, and the
resources to succeed, and providing opportunities and safe places for all children to play and be
active.
Under Armour is a private company whose vision is to inspire the community with performance
solutions. This project is part of their commitment to creating spaces and investing in people that
make participation in sport and recreation possible.
Connor Sports will be contracted to oversee this project. The project will use Sport Court surfaces
that are used by some of the biggest organization names in sports, such as the NCAA, US Soccer
Foundation, Olympics, US Youth National Futsal Championships, and NBA Jam Session. Athletes
and doctors know that concrete is an enemy of the knee. In contrast to pavement, the shock
absorbing Sport Court surface takes it easy on joints reducing knee strain on every cut or pivot made
with its Lateral Forgiveness technology.
Absorption - Sport Court surfaces come in a range of densities, all of which provide excellent shock
absorption at the point of contact.
Deflection - Sport Court flooring helps to control the downward and side to side surface movement
where floor contact is made.
Friction - Sport Court flooring provides the ideal amount of friction for all movements.
Ball Bounce - Sport Court surfaces have consistent, true ball bounce and sound. As a result, they
have the highest ratings of any synthetic court.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission review, provide comments,
and recommend acceptance of a gift from Under Armour, in partnership with Eat. Learn. Play.
Foundation, and project delivery partners, Connor Sports, and Oakland Artist Hueman for the
Manzanita Recreation Center Outdoor Basketball Court Project.

Respectfully submitted,

XA [tÜ|à{ TÄxxÅ ]ÜA 9 WÉÇà° jtàáÉÇ
____________________________________
E. Harith Aleem Jr. and Donté Watson, Recreation General Supervisors
Attachments: Exhibit A - Existing Manzanita Recreation Center Exterior Basketball Court
Exhibit B – Project Area Map
Exhibit C - Example of Court Design
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Exhibit A
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Exhibit B

Exhibit C
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To: Amy Cole, Acting Chair, Parks and Recreation Advisory Commission and members
of the
Commission
From: John Bliss and Brooke Levin, Co-Chairs Measure Q
Date: October 5, 2020
Subject: Overview of the 2020 City of Oakland Parks and Recreation Preservation,
Litter Reduction, and Homeless Support Act (Measure Q, 2020)
Summary
Yes on Measure Q advocates and other parks maintenance stakeholders in Oakland
are fully committed to supporting the City to ensure that Measure Q is fully
implemented consistent with the will of local voters and constituents. (More broadly, it
is imperative that Measure Q is implemented to the satisfaction of Oaklanders in order
for the City to maintain the ability to credibly ask voters for additional revenue in the
future)
The purpose of this report is to share the goals/recommendations/expectations of
Measure Q Co-Chairs (on behalf of the Yes on Q Committee) with the Parks and
Recreation Advisory Commission (PRAC) in its critical new oversight role. The Measure
Q Co-chairs and other volunteers worked closely with Oakland Public Works (OPW) ,
Finance, City Administrator and Human Services Departments in reaching agreement
on the provisions included in the Ballot Language – including specific required
“deliverables” strongly desired and readily measurable by Oaklanders. It is our intent
to closely monitor the implementation of Measure Q and continue to advocate for the
fiscal and operational provisions within the Measure.
We strongly recommend that the PRAC evaluate compliance with and provide rigorous
detailed review and Council input on the three most critical element of Measure Q:
1) Allocation of Revenue
2) Service Deliverables
3) Maintenance of Eﬀort (i.e. control general fund supplanting)
Background
The placement of Measure Q on the March 3, 2020 was a community driven eﬀort
which took several years to plan, develop, secure and obtain voter approve. Measure
Q was approved by the voters with 68.08 % of the vote, and a total of 89,363 yes
votes. Measure Q had specific allocations for each category and detailed
deliverables. Measure Q is for a 20-year term.
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1) Allocations:
Tax revenue from Measure Q is limited to the following purposes:

• 64% for parks, landscaping maintenance and recreational services
• 30% for services to address homelessness (oversight will be with the Homeless

Commission)
• 5% for services and projects to address water quality and litter reduction, including
by maintaining and cleaning stormwater and trash collection systems and for a
Storm Water Masterplan
• 1% to cover the costs of auditing and evaluating programs, strategies and services
undertaken pursuant to the measure
Tax revenue will be imposed beginning fiscal year 2020-2021 through fiscal year
2039-2040.
A breakdown of the $23,350,000 in revenue to each of the categories in fiscal year
2020-2021 is as follows:

•
•
•
•

Parks, landscaping maintenance and recreational services: $14,944,000
Homeless services: $7,005,000
Water Quality: $1,167,500
Administration: $233,500

2) Specific Deliverables:
Specific, and broadly communicated service-level deliverables were agreed on by the
City Departments as doable and they provided details on when equipment and staﬃng
would be in place. Most staﬀ was funded beginning January 2021 to provide funding
to purchase vehicles and equipment needed to be operational.
The key deliverables for Parks Maintenance in Measure Q address the following items:
(directly quoted from Measure Q)

• Mowing City operated sports fields frequently, every other week or as may be

required by the time of year
• Cleaning park restrooms more than once per day, especially on weekends
• Collecting trash and litter several times per week, including Saturdays and Sundays,
from the most used parks, assuring equitable distribution of resources
• Providing dedicated staﬀ at major parks. “Major parks’ means City operated
Community Parks, Region-Serving Parks, and Resource Conversation Areas, as
those terms are used in the Open Space Conservation & Recreation (OSCAR)
element of the General Plan
Measure Q includes additional items in all categories, these other items can be funded
depending on the priorities of the City.
3) Maintenance of Eﬀort
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One of the key roles of the PRAC will be to ensure that the ”Maintenance of Eﬀort”
provision in the Measure is adhered to. The intent of the ”Maintenance of Eﬀort”
provision is to ensure the City continues to fund parks maintenance to the agreed-upon
level from existing sources and fully resists the tendency to use all Measure Q revenue
to supplant general fund shortfalls.
1.
“For so long as the parcel tax is in effect, the City’s fiscal year budget may
not appropriate more than fifty-five percent (55%) of the estimated revenue
allocated to parks, landscaping maintenance and recreational services pursuant
to Part 1, Section 3(C)(2) to preserve parks maintenance at the level provided for
in the City’s 19-21 Adopted Policy Budget for fiscal year 2019-2020”
In other words, at least 45% of the allocated Measure Q revenue for parks,
landscaping maintenance and recreational services must be spent on new, additional
services – while the remaining 55% can be used to balance the parks maintenance
budget.
2.

Simply put, the parks maintenance budget in 2019-2020 was about $28 million
and Measure Q Maintenance of Eﬀort provision requires that this total amount is
increased by (45% of $14,944,000) to about $35 million!

Without compliance to this provision, the City may not expend revenues collected
under Measure Q.
Action Requested of the PRAC
Listed below are recommended actions to prepare for monitoring the progress of
Measure Q and for the two-year budget that will begin in early 2021.
1. Request and schedule presentations from Oakland Public Works on each of the
operational areas that will be within the PRAC jurisdiction, including:
• Parks: Detailed information about the resources and deliverables currently in place
including the staﬃng and deployment model used for park and landscape
maintenance. This should include an overview of all the assets Park Services
oversees (parks, ballfields, landscaping at City facilities, parking lots etc.)
• Trees: An overview of the Tree Section and the resources and staﬃng currently
in place. This should include park trees, street trees, median trees.
• Facilities: An overview of the work that Facilities Services provides to support
recreational facilities, tot lots, free-standing restrooms and park infrastructure.
• Clean Water: An overview of the program and the mandates that regulate the City
of Oakland’s responsibility including the Alameda County Clean Water Permit and
the Storm Drainage Master Plan that is being funded by Measure Q.
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3. Request and schedule a presentation on the Budget process with OPW and
Finance on how the various funding sources make up the budget for the items
also funded in Measure Q.
4. Request the monthly staﬃng matrix for Measure Q be on the PRAC Agenda to
inform PRAC on the progress made on hiring, especially during the initial 24
month ramp-up period. This report is being created for the Civil Service Board
and should be readily available to the PRAC.
5. Request detailed financial and service level data from the City’s OPW and
Finance departments in order evaluate compliance with Measure requirements.
Suﬃcient time for PRAC members to discuss this at public meetings is
recommended. We recommend that this analysis be performed every 6 months
for the first 36 month of the Measure Q ramp up and annually after that.
Request for Oakland Public Works Support
The PRAC meetings include Open Forum and items for Park renovations and new
parks as part of development projects. It would get helpful to have OPW staﬀ available
at the meetings to hear from the community and PRAC members on questions and
concerns that are raised.
Also, OPW was funded for a full-time staﬀ position to provide evaluation and
monitoring of Measure Q. It is recommenced that a monthly tracking matrix be
provided to the PRAC to see the progress of the deliverables outlined in the Ballot
Measure.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the PRAC move forward with the requests from Measure Q.
Respectfully,
John Bliss
Brooke Levin
Co-Chairs Measure Q
Attachment: Measure Q Ballot Language
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